UIAF Cross-market Arbitrage II

Limited Partnership
Core Strategy of The Partnership
The price of commodities, regardless of where they are traded, should trade at the same value.
Due to market inefficiencies, commodities are priced unequally across markets, and we capitalize
on the opportunity to exploit the speed of price convergence by buying and selling the same
commodity simultaneously resulting in a low-risk, predictable return.

Partnership Structure
Size: Maximum US$10,000,000
Type: Closed-end private equity
Market to invest: US, UK and China commodity markets
Investment Unit: US$50,000 per investment unit
Investment Period: One year
Security: General Partner will invest US$1,000,000 holding 20 units
Management Team: UIA Capital Inc.
Management fee: 2% per year

Investment Strategy
This investment strategy involves the buying and selling of derivatives. When a targeted commodity’s
price spread exceeds its normal volatility, the fund will go long the undervalued asset and short
the overvalued asset using commodity futures/forwards.

Investment Exposure
Non-precious metals such as Copper, Zinc, Nickel, Lead and other publicly traded commodities.

Partnership Advantages
Two-way trade: Potential losses caused by price volatility are largely cancelled out by
each the simultaneous long and short positions;
Controllable risk: The spread between different markets exists prior to trading;
Stable profitability: Profitable regardless of how overall markets perform;
High transparency: General Partner participates in investment, aligning to unit holders’
interests and priority for capital return

Profit Distribution and Principal Return
Unit holders will receive an annual dividend of 10% of their investment value initially, distributed
quarterly. When the one-year investment period expires, the capital is returned to the unit holders.

Disclaimer

This introductory document only provides general guidelines and is provided solely to specific individuals under confidentiality.
This represents the view of UIA Financial Inc., which is only for demonstration, discussion and reading. Regardless of text or graphics,
UIA Financial Inc. assumes no responsible for its accuracy and completeness. No reproduction or dissemination in any form shall be allowed without
the permission of UIA Financial Inc. This document does not constitute subscription of funds, or a prospectus, quotation, or any form of invitation
to participate in an investment, nor is it part of any recommendation. Investors should seek independent investment consultation before investing,
consider their own risk tolerance and make investment decisions with caution.

